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Your writers’ league needs your 

help!  We are still without a Secretary, a 

position vital to any organization.  We’re 
looking for a positive, organized person 

to keep the minutes at the board and 

regular meeting.  The board is full of intel-
ligent, fun people and we want to add 

your voice to ours.  If you’re interested, 
send me an e-mail at samhol-

land@austinfoam.com or talk to any 

board member at the meeting. 

The SGWL Wants YOU !!! by Sam Holland  

I will not be at the March meeting !! 
There will be no check-in at the table !! 

There will no name-tags !! 
 

If you come bearing  
DUES,  

give your checks or cash (exact change, please) to Joan Hall  
and I will get them from her when I return. 

You WILL Survive from Carol Menchu, membership 

Improve Your Electronic Communication Literacy 
By Robert Fears 

Do you find yourself completely overwhelmed with Facebook, Twitter and Blogs? 

Are you worried that your communication skills are outdated? If you answer yes to 

either of these two questions, help is on the way. 

 

Cindy Lafrance Phillips will improve our electronic communication literacy during the 

next San Gabriel Writers’ League ―SGWL‖ meeting. Ms. Phillips is a high tech mar-
keting consultant/novelist and will be the guest speaker at our March meeting. 

Cindy writes for Software Magazine and the Working Stiffs blog. She is a member of 

the Writer’s League of Texas and you can find her on Facebook or at her blog 
(www.clphillips.com). 
 

From an investment of 45 minutes, you will receive a complete update on what’s 
changing on the internet, internet commerce and the impact to authors. We’ll look 

at three big trendsetters – Google, Facebook and Amazon. We’ll learn how a new 
emerging generation is driving behaviors on the internet.  

 

An outline of what you will hear is: 
     How each generation approaches the internet and what they do online. 

     How Google search has changed and what it means if you want to have a num-

ber one search result. 
     How Facebook is changing Internet shopping and why Mark Zuckerburg was    

Time’s Man of the Year. 
     How Amazon, Smashwords, Apple and others are changing the publishing indus-

try. 
 

You will come away from the meeting with enough facts to help you decide what you 

want to do with the many electronic communication opportunities. So please join us 

at the Georgetown Library on Thursday, March 3 at 6:30 p.m  
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This meeting was cancelled due to inclement weather. 

 
Hopefully Weather will be feeling better in March !!! 

No Minutes for February 2011 meeting 

New Members: 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Member(s):  New and/or Changes 

SGWL Board 
President 
Sam Holland 
512-868-5322 
samholland@austinfoam.com 

 

Vice President 
Sylvia Dickey Smith 

512-240-5505 
sds@suddenlink.com 
 

Corresponding Secretary  
and Historian 
Position open 
 

Treasurer 
Kayla Marnach 
512-608-2289 
kjwmtellsw@austin rr.com 
 

Program Coordinator 
Robert Fears 
512.863.6873 
robertfears@earthlink.net 

 

Membership dues $25.00 
Carol Menchu 

181 Young Ranch Rd 
Georgetown TX  78628 

 

Writers’ Liaison 
Joan Hall 
512-869-1833 
JMUHall@aol.com 

 

Member at Large 
Dave Ciambrone 
512-864-9373 

 

Resident Agent 
Roger Busfield, Jr 
512-930-1396 
busfield@suddenlink.net 

 

Newsletter  
Carol Menchu, editor 
181 Young Ranch Rd 
Georgetown TX 78628 
254-493-6224 
thirdgate@aol.com 

 

Parliamentarian 

 

Website  

Jamie Roton 

webmaster@sgwl.net 

2011 Programs 
 

March………Internet Trends for Authors….Cindy Phillips, Author and high tech Marketing Consultant 

April………..Double Life of a Genre-Crosser: from Fiction to Non-fiction Crime…..Diane Fanning, author 

May………...TBA 

June………...TBA 

July…………TBA 

August……...TBA 

September….TBA 

October……..TBA 

November…..TBA 

December…..TBA 

mailto:Mysterywriter5@msn.com
mailto:shnard@suddenlink.net
mailto:JMUHall@aol.com
mailto:busfield@cox-internet.com
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 An SGWL Horn of Plenty  by Sam Holland 

Forgive me if this article is a bit unfocused- there are 

just a lot of topics I’d like to cover.  It’s a cornucopia of 

SGWL items and notes! 
 I hope no one was inconvenienced by the cancellation 

of the February meeting.   Although we were sure that 

weather conditions would not keep anyone from getting to 
the Library, we had concerns that if conditions worsened 

during the meeting it would make traveling home danger-
ous.  Besides, that kind of weather is perfect for curling up 

with a good book and riding out the storm under a blanket. 

 Preliminary work has begun for the Red Poppy Festi-
val Parade.  It’s a unique opportunity to introduce ourselves 

to a whole lot of people for very little cost.  Whether we end 
up going with a float on a classic truck or book inspired 

costumes ―or a combination of the two‖, we’ll need as many 

members as possible to walk the parade route to hand out 
flyers and entice people to join our fine organization.  

Please let me know if you’re interested in participating by 
either signing up at the meeting or e-mailing me at samhol-

land@austinfoam.com. 

 In that same vein, plans are underway for the SGWL 
tents at the Red Poppy Festival.  The SGWL is securing two 

10 x 10 spaces and four authors have already signed up to 
participate.  Taking what we learned from last year, we’re 

changing the configuration of the tables in the tents for 

maximum community impact, but there will still be seven 
slots that can be filled by authors.  Depending on how many 

authors sign up will determine if we need to divide up the 
weekend between authors.  If you would like to sign up you 

can do so at the monthly meeting or e-mail me at samhol-

land@austinfoam.com.. 

 I’m pleased to announce that the Hill Country Book 
Festival will have a tent next to ours; it is the beginning of 

what we hope to be a long and mutually beneficial partner-
ship. 

 Also in the works is SGWL Birthday Picnic- five mem-

bers have expressed their interest and we hope to have 
this get together set for sometime this spring.  It will be a 

great opportunity for members and guests to come to-
gether and have a fun time together outside of a typical 

meeting or workshop environment.  Thinking about the culi-

nary talents of our members (as shown at our Christmas 
parties) makes my mouth water with anticipation.  It will be 

too hot for my infamous Presidential Peanut Butter Fudge, 
so I’ll have to impress with my award winning ability to buy a 

prepared item from HEB. 

 A couple of other odds and ends:  Some of you may 
have noticed that the ‘buy’ link for Flashes of Fear on our 

Createspace page isn’t working.  We are working to cor-
rect the problem.  I hope it hasn’t caused anyone any trou-

ble. 

 The first weekend in March (March 5-6) is the Staple! 
Independent Media Expo.  It is a celebration of sequential 

art, the wonderful story telling medium know to most as 
comic books.  I plan on making the trip to the Marchesa 

Hall in Austin and I hope that some of you do the same.  

Get more info at www.stapple-austin.org. 
 The Austin Film Festival is now accepting screenplay 

and teleplay entries.  The deadline is May 15. 

  First Friday By: Helen Nardcchia 

Helen is looking for volunteers to stroll around the Square with her on First Fridays to spread 
the word about SGWL 

I began researching First Friday by going to the Hill 

Country Book Store before Thanksgiving. Margarite wasn’t 

there, but I talked to one of her workers who gave me 
some brief information, and suggested I talk to someone at 

the Visitors Center. With Margarite’s involvement in selling 

her store, I never did get the opportunity to talk to her. 
 

I called the Visitors Center and was told to talk to Amy Ves-
sels. Upon visiting the Center, Amy introduced me to Trisha 

Tallman, the Director of the DGA, Downtown Georgetown 

Association. The meeting with her was productive. 
 The idea behind “First Friday” began by the Downtown As-

sociation to bring in more after-dinner customers. It was 
decided that all stores on this evening would stay open until 

8:00. But the evening brought in more people than antici-

pated, so most stores stayed open until 9:00. The event 
became so popular that big bands were hired and street 

dancing was born. First Friday for 2011 will start in Febru-
ary, and the association is trying to decide if they’ll keep the 

street dancing or just have band music. 

 
My question to Trisha was how can the San Gabriel Writ-

ers League become part of this evening? Our league needs 
more recognition and there are people in the community 

who never heard of us. She suggested we partner with two 

stores Hill Country Book Store and Book Pride, which is a 
second-hand book store in Georgetown. Get to know the 

owners and leave 
our brochures, any or all literature we have and even 

snacks in their stores right before the First Friday event. 

Several of us should browse the stores that evening, intro-
duce ourselves and chat with people. We could wear a 

name tag, such as, Sam Holland, President of the San 

Gabriel Writer’s League. Also, plan our book signings in 
the evening from 7::: to 9:::. There’s more of a crowd of 

full stomachs who like to chat and probably buy books.  

 

 She took my email address to send a news flier to me peri-
odically and she also wanted to know how our writer’s 

league got started. I mentioned Lois Parks and gave her my 
website to find the whole story which is on there. Last, but 

not least, I presented her with a copy of each of my signed 

books as a gift which excited her.  
 

From there, I went to the Hill Country Book Store. It wasn’t 
quite 1::::, opening time, but in peeking in, Pam, who’s 

here tonight, opened the door and invited me in. She also 

was very helpful and mentioned that the store owners 
would love writers to have a book signing in the evening, as 

well as, read some of their stories as entertainment. She 
thought it a good idea to bring the new owners to one of 

our meetings to introduce themselves and exchange ideas 

with us. 
 

This ended my research. I had bought a lovely Red Poppy T-
shirt on sale at the Visitors Center, so it was time to go 

home. 
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  There’s A Dog In My Bed By: Carol Menchu 

Circumstance has made it necessary for me to be out of 

town each work day—with permission to bring Thomas — 
remember him, the dog who ate the checks ??, with me. 

 
Circumstance made it necessary for me to stay overnight 

on one of my early trips.  Thomas did NOT LIKE the tempo-

rary crate I erected by the sliding glass doors and barked 
at every sound, no matter how loud or minuscule it was, 

until I came to his rescue and curled up on the couch with 
him.  I say, curled up, however he took up half of it and my 

torso took up the other half with my head on the armrest 

and my feet hanging off. 
 

Circumstance made it necessary for me to stay a weekend 
on one of my later trips.  I had no desire to hang off the 

couch again (and certainly not for two nights in a row!) so 

Thomas and I shared a twin bed—he taking up 2/3s of the 
right side of the bed, me hanging on and groveling for cover 

on the 1/3rd left on the left side.  This left/right situation 
arises out of the right and left that evolve from lying on your 

back on a bed while looking at the ceiling. 

 
Need I say the rest ? 

 
Do you think his bed in his crate looked inviting after the 

above occurrences ?? 

 
Dream on. 

 
Thomas now sleeps with me in a double bed, taking up at 

least half of it. 

 

Much more comfortable for both of us until . . . 
 

He snores in his sleep. 
 

He woofs   “   “   “ 

 
He howls   “   “   “ 

 
He chases rabbits/squirrels/whatever   “   “   “ 

 

He scratches whatever it is that needs scratching (real or 
imagined) . . . 

 
He feels he has to slurp (that translates to licking) which-

ever hind leg did the scratching . . . 

 
He nibbles at whatever didn’t get Got with the scratching . . 

. 
 

And of course, he gets up and turns around to find the ex-

act same spot he was in before he got up to turn around to 
find the exact same spot . . . . 

 
 Who said there’s a sucker born 

every minute ?   

 
Well, whoever— the fact remains, 

Thomas has found his. 
 

 

Last night I awoke to the rhythmic creaking of a brig’s hull mak-
ing sail for San Francisco bay.  

Only as I arose to take my watch on deck, with the incessant 
creaking continuing, did I take note of the odd city noises in the 
background.  

Awareness soon followed; I am not aboard ship but in a hotel 
room with apparent aspirations of a life at sea. 

Now a choice awaits me. Shall I continue to enjoy my virtual life 
at sea while in the city by the bay or jump ship for that distant 
silent shoreline across the hall? 

A Life at Sea? by Luis Menchu 

Terrible Thomas’ Travel Temporarily Terminated 

 

One day there was one woof too many. 

 

Back in the early days, the woofs were relegated to the drive-
way. 
 

They then extended further down the 
road—until during the last two weeks,  

they have encompassed, the driveway, 
the street, the farm road, Williams 

Drive, Shell Road, I-35 all the way to Temple . . . 

and back. 

 

Every blade of grass, animal, motorcycle, pickup truck,     

tractor trailer rig, bird in the wrong place at the wrong time, 
constantly, 90 miles round trip with constant  

dancing back and forth in the back seat  
window to window, over the center  

back, over my right shoulder at the break in the seats 

where, thank heav- 
ens there is a barrier. 

 
 Needless to say:  Terrible Thomas’ Travel Temporarily 

Terminated.  Oh, yes, “Temporarily” is spelled  

                         p-e-r-m-a-n-e-n--t-l-y. 

One Woof Too Many ? ? ? by Carol Menchu 
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If you're writing fiction with the hope of getting it published 

someday, then you're in business. If you're in business, then 
you need a business plan. If you have a business plan, then 

it needs to be updated annually. 
 

I like to update my business plan every year at the tail end 

of December. Not much else is happening then. I've usually 
got time to think about what went well during the past year, 

what went badly, and what went undone. 
  

It's not uncommon for a lot to go undone in a year. When 

you've got a lot of big plans for a year, you'll do well to get 
20% of them done by the end of the year. A successful year 

is one in which you got the most important 20% done. 
 

I hope that's an encouragement to you. Your life can be 

successful if you only get the most important 20% of your 
projects done. 

 
What goes into a business plan? I like 

to include the following major sec-

tions: 
 

* Introduction. A one-page summary 
of where things stand, highlighting 

your long-term goals and your major 

achievements of the past year. If 
you're just starting your business, you 

won't have any achievements yet, but 
you can still summarize your major 

goals for your business (Example: "I 

want to publish a novel with a tradi-
tional royalty-paying publisher.") You 

can also summarize where you are  
on the road to reaching your goals. 

 

* Business Details. Several pages that define those pesky 
details about money. If your business is earning money, how 

much did it earn in the last year and what were the main 
sources of revenue? What were the costs of doing busi-

ness in the past year? What major projects do you intend 

to take on in the next year? What expenses will you incur 
and how will you pay for them? 

 
* Detailed sections on each of the major activities of your 

business. If you've got only one major activity, that may be 

good -- it means you're focused -- but the hazard is that all 
your eggs are in one basket. If you've got several major ac-

tivities, that means you're diversified, which is good, but the 
hazard is that you may be spreading yourself too thin. This 

is a good time to ask yourself the hard questions about 

whether you're too narrowly focused or spread too thin. 
Which of your activities generates the most revenue? 

Which creates the biggest costs? Which gives you the 
most personal satisfaction? The answers to these ques-

tions will give you ideas on what directions to take in the 

coming year, and on what to prune out of your life. 
 

* Summary. Make a list of the main projects you want to 
work on in the coming year. These should be fully 

actionable projects -- by which I mean they should be things 

you can take action on AND things you can 
completely control. "Sending out queries to at least 20 

agents" is actionable and you have complete control over 
whether you do it or not. "Signing with a major agent" is not 

fully actionable because you can't make an agent want to 

sign you on. "Polishing my manuscript" is fully actionable. 
"Selling my novel" is not. 

 
My business plan for 2010 was fairly long -- eleven pages. 

Because it was a modification of the business plan for the 

previous year, it took me only one afternoon to write -- 
about three hours of actual effort. 

 
I didn't accomplish even 20% of my goals for 2010. I did hit 

my #1 most important goal, and I got about halfway 

through my #2 most important goal. I didn't even make a 
start on two other goals that I considered very important at 

the beginning of the year. 
 

In looking back, I can see two important reasons why I got 

less done than I'd planned. Neither of them was something I 
could have foreseen. I don't 

think I handled either of 
them as well as I could have. 

Sometimes, all you can do is 

muddle on. 
 

I would judge the year mod-
erately successful because I 

did get my #1 project done. 

(Achieving my #2 goal would 
have made the year a 

smashing success.)  
 

What about you? Do you 

have a business plan for 
your writing business? How 

many hours would it take to 
write a five page document 

that spells out where you are now, where you want to go 

eventually, and your actionable projects for the coming 
year?  

 
Which 20% of the things that you want to do in the coming 

year are the most critical to your ultimate success as a 

writer? Are there one or two items on your list that would 
make the coming year a success -- even if you achieved only 

those? 

Organizing Your Business Plan by Randy Ingermanson from Advanced Fiction Writing E-zine 

Just for today, while 
writing, I will not sit in 
my living room all day in 
my nightdress. Instead, 
I will move my computer 
into the bedroom. 
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Laissez les Bon Temps Rouler . . . by June Venable 

 A child growing up in Mobile, Alabama, might choose 

Mardi Gras as a favorite time of year above Christmas, 

Halloween or even a birthday. Those exciting words bring 
two weeks of parades, balls and even a school holiday.  It is 

the event that precedes Ash Wednesday, the beginning of 

Lent, and ends in the most solemn of church celebrations, 
Easter. But for those magic two weeks, Laissez Le Bon 

Temp Rouler…let the good times roll! 
 

 Mardi Gras was celebrated in my home town, Mobile, Ala-

bama, more than fifteen years before New Orleans was 
founded. Later, the Big Easy became synonymous with Car-

nival, but the smaller city of Mobile, first capital of French 
Louisiana, introduced this tradition to North America. 

 

1699 saw the first small celebration when French-
Canadian explorers Pierre Le Moyne d’Iberville, his brother 

Jean Baptiste Le Moyne, and their companions stepped 
onto the white sands of Ille Dauphin, a barrier island at the 

mouth of Mobile Bay. Among those accompanying the 

brothers was one Jean Baptiste Badreau dit Graveline, my 
seventh great-grandfather. A few years later, in 1702, the 

group established the city of Mobile and in 1704 began the 
tradition of Mardi Gras as it is celebrated today. The broth-

ers later established the city of New Orleans in 1719. 

 
Excitement rises to a fever pitch when the sounds of drums 

herald the beginning of the parade are heard. First comes 
the young men holding aloft flaming torches known as flam-

beaus. Uniformed police ride horses down the sides of the 

streets warning eager children to keep their distance from 
the oncoming floats. Marching bands are interspersed with 

the colorful floats, the work of artists who planned and 
decorated all year. Aboard, are masked figures of those 

who belonged to the various Krewes, the organizations who 

sponsor the floats. Each float has a theme, but when the 
costumes have been admired and the floats photographed, 

the old cry rolls along the parade route: “Throw me some-
thing, Mister.” This is a call for favors to be thrown into the 

crowd. The most popular are the doubloons, the coins with 

the stamp of the Krewes on them and the gaudy strings of 
beads bearing the colors of Mardi Gras – purple for justice, 

green for faith and gold for power. Over the years, other 
“throws” have been added to the mix. 

 

A slightly more sedate side of Carnival are the parties and 
balls which stretch from the previous November, through 

debutant season, Christmas, 12th Night and at last to the 
big event. One of my fondest memories was of a ball my 

cousin and I attended with our uncle and aunt. It was held 

at one of the hotels and had a surprise guest who seemed 
to dance with all the ladies that night. Content to look at the 

elaborate decorations, and the sight of beautifully dressed 
couples who whirled around the room, I was surprised 

when a tall figure leaned down and asked me to dance. It 

was the governor of Alabama and the turn we took around 
the polished ballroom floor made quite an impression on a 

fifteen year old. 
 

Another memory was of a later time when I visited my fam-

ily during Mardi Gras. The weather was terrible and I was 
nursing the worst cold in memory. This, however, did not 

deter my mother, who would sooner trade her firstborn 
(me) than miss a Mardi Gras parade. I was not allowed to 

plead pneumonia. “You’ll feel better as soon as the parade 

begins,” she called out as I dragged behind her knowing 
death was imminent. The band struck up a tune and the 

floats began to roll. Shortly, one of them paused just in 
front of the spot where I huddled. One of the masked fig-

ures pointed into the crowd and made a motion to come 

forward. Each person who started out brought a negative 
shake of his head. He continued gesturing in my direction. I 

finally pointed to myself as though to inquire if I were the 
chosen one. That brought a nod, so I stepped out of the 

crowd and approached the float. The figure then knelt and 

poured beads, doubloons and candy into my hands until 
they could hold no more. All I could see were a pair of eyes 

that looked out from behind his mask. I stared back until 
the float began to move again. I don’t know to this day who 

my benefactor was, but he certainly made me forget my 

sniffles for a few moments in time. 
 

Mardi Gras is so much more than I can relate in this space. 
It’s an institution that only ceased during the times our na-

tion was at war. It has survived Civil War battles, Hurricane 

Katrina and many lesser storms, but continues to be the 
time of year when the entire city is caught up in the rau-

cous spirit of Carnival. This is a time when the city of Azal-
eas, which has existed under six flags and withstood the 

“Yankees” for a time, is at its best. 

 
So if you aren’t busy on March 8, head east on I-10. 

And don’t believe the old saying, “If you’re within 2: miles of 
Mobile during Mardi Gras, you’re certifiable. Mobilians just 

want the throws for themselves. And when you get there, 

learn the rich history of this city on the Bay, have some 
King cake and remember to Laissez les Bon Temp Rouler!  

   

  

                    “For me, words are a form of action, capable of influencing change. “ 
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It couldn’t have been a mistake.   
Calvin Mercury didn’t make mistakes. 

 

The assembly looked perfect.  The mixture 

was perfect.  Each element was tested the 
exact number of times indicated on the in-

struction sheet.  How was it possible for any-
thing to go wrong? 

 

Calvin’s programming was so fine-tuned that 
even his steps were precisely six inches 

apart, just as the instructions indicated.  The 

mercury mixture that flowed through his 
tubes with help from his metal chest pump, 

and his movements and sounds were so well 
orchestrated it was hard to tell he wasn’t 

human. 
 

So, what’s with the cat?  Why had Calvin bent forward to 

pet the cat?  He was not programmed for that function.  
He was a butler and this was not one of his duties.  After all 

the work to make him flawless, more tests 
would have to be done. 
 

Pump tests, walking tests, sound tests; eve-
rything tested negative.  There was nothing 

wrong with the assembly.  The next step was 

to test the mercury mixture. 
 

And there it was. The blood!  A tiny drop of 

human blood mixed in with the formula.  It 
was just a small scratch from the builder’s 

finger that caused the problem.  Yet it was 
enough to make Calvin Mercury, Household 

Butler, almost human. 

Inside Calvin Mercury by  Linda Lipscomb 

Speechless  by Jane Thompson 

Dallas, as we all know, is known for its feminine pulchri-

tude and considers itself a veritable font of fashion. I lived 

there for 33 years and didn’t quite fit in. My clothes weren’t 
right, and god knows my hair just didn’t make it. 
 

When I was born, I was a tow-head. This means my hair 
was completely white. As I grew older, it went 

blonde and then just darked up. By the time I 

was an adult, I was no longer blonde, but a 
color that is known as dark ash blond. Not 

really a color, just dark hair. ―My boyfriend’s 
little brother once asked “Now, just what color 

IS your hair?” 

 

I tried bleaches and dyes and they helped 

some, but I never had the stick-to-itvess to 

make it work, and they would dry my hair out 
like a haystack. By middle age, I had completely 

given up. 
 

But when I was 50, a miracle happened. My hair started to 

grey, and it showed up as frosting. I looked like I had a 
proper, expensive beauty shoppe frosting done, and I was 

very proud of my hair. I actually looked stylish, or so I 

thought, for the first time. 
 

Bur one day, I walking down a downtown Dallas street when 

a complete stranger stopped me and exclaimed, “Your 
hair!” I got ready for the usual compliments about how 

pretty it looked and the questions about where I 
had got it done, when she continued, “You know, 

it doesn’t have to look like that.” She went on to 

explain that there were stores, such as drug-
stores, all over town that would sell me dyes that 

would get rid of the grey in my hair. Then, 
abruptly, she turned and walked off. 

 

Those of you who know me know that I am sel-
dom without a rebuttal. But I just stood there, 

with my mouth hanging open, completely speech-

less. To this day I can’t think of a thing to say to 
that. I’m sure she was trying to help, but at least I 

didn’t let a stranger’s judgment affect the way I felt about 
my hair. I was still proud of it, and I didn’t rush off and dye it 

to make a stranger happy. 

1.  There are a few well-worn pieces of advice in this area, 
such as:  Comment on other people's blogs. Virtually all 

comment systems ask you to leave your name and site 
URL. If you leave valuable comments, people may visit your 

site. 

2. Link to other people's blogs frequently and meaningfully. 
If you link to someone, and you send them significant traffic, 

they're going to notice! They might link to you one day, or 
pay attention to your work if you're within the same commu-

nity. 

3.  Add your URL to your e-mail signature, business card, 
book, etc. 

4.Offer guest posts on sites/blogs with more traffic than 
your own. 

5.Be active on relevant community sites, which can interest 

people in what you're doing, which can lead to visits to your 
site/blog. 

6.  Ask for a link trade, where others agree to permanently 
link to your site/blog in their blogroll, and you return the 

favor on your own site. (This is by far a less popular method 
nowadays; it's pushy and can damage credibility if you don't 

believe in the links you're sharing. Better for this to happen 
naturally, over time.) 

7.  Be active across social media and alert people when you 

have a new post. (And/or make sure your URL is clearly 
listed on every social media profile.) 

Your mileage will vary on No. 7 depending on your social 
media presence, how savvy you are, and if you're reaching 

out in the right areas. 
 

But I'm a strong believer in the breadcrumb method, where 

you have accounts on multiple community sites. That's be-

cause you never know how people might find you, and the 
more doorways you have leading to your site, the more traf-

fic you will get over time.  

 

Even if you're not active or devoted to a particular commu-

nity site or social media channel, you can still appear to be 
active if you adjust the settings in your favor.  

How to Meaningfully Grow Traffic to Your Site/Blog  

Blog from Writers Digest by Jane Friedman  

http://blog.writersdigest.com/norules/2011/02/15/HowToMeaningfullyGrowTrafficToYourSiteBlog.aspx
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Chapter IX: In which the heroes argue. 

 “That boy’s bad news, 
young lady? What did he 
tell you?” Margo’s mom 
says sternly. This isn’t 
right. Her mother is dead, 
died three years after her 
father. 

 “Answer your mother! 
Tell us everything you know 
or else!” Margo’s father 
roars. 

 “She doesn’t know anything!” Vincent tries to defend 
her but he’s just a little boy. “Leave her alone!” 

 “Don’t sass me boy!” Their father backhands Vincent 
and charges towards Margo. “You’re gonna tell us every-
thing!” 

Margo jerks awake to find Vincent shaking her. He’s 
dripping wet and the side of his face is swollen. “We have to 

get out of here. Are you hurt?” He looks frantic. 

 “I don’t think so.” Margo sits up. “What happened?” 

 “We went off the bridge. I managed to get you out 

before the car sank.” 

 “I meant your face.” 

 “Hit the steering wheel, I guess.” Vincent averts his 

eyes. 

 Margo looks around. They sit on an old pier someone 

once used to dock their boat. It appears abandoned. 
“Where’s Carl?” 

 “I don’t know.” Vincent shrugs, “I don’t even know if he 

got out of the car.” 

 “But he could have?” 

 “Maybe. Nothing kills that guy. If he did, we have to find 
him and the sooner the better. Our crash has drawn atten-

tion.” Vincent motions over his shoulder towards the 

bridge. Margo hears the distant sirens and sees silhou-
ettes of people gathered around the broken concrete bar-

rier where their car smashed through. “Once they fish out 
my car and see we’re not in it, they’ll come looking.” 

“What about the two who were chasing us?” Margo 

nervously looks for the blue Sonata. 

“I’m sure they’ll leave us alone, probably think we 

drowned.” Vincent helps Margo to her feet and they walk 
out onto a gravel parking lot beyond the pier. The only sign 

of life is a single set of tire tracks in the gravel leading to a 

small, two-lane road running along the lake’s edge. They 
scan the shore for any sign of Carl as they walk. When the 

road veers away from the lake, and trees obscure their 
view, Margo begins calling out his name. About a half-mile 

from the bridge, they get an answer, a frustrated voice 

coming from the lake. Vincent and Margo race through the 
trees and into a clearing where they find Carl trying to 

drain the water from his cast. His backpack hangs on a 
branch, dripping, and his Walther PPK pistol rests on a 

rock. 

 “Thank God!” Margo cries. “We thought you were 

dead!” 

 “Almost was. Never tried to swim with a cast before. 
The current kept dragging me farther down stream. Will 

this thing be alright?” Carl wiggles his casted left arm. 

 “It’ll need to be replaced as soon as we get this mess 

sorted out but it should hold together for…” 

 “This isn’t getting sorted out any time soon!” Vincent 
interrupts. The anger in his voice surprises Margo. “Your 

boyfriend here has been lying to us! This isn’t about some 
client’s missing daughter. There’s more to the story and I 

want to know what it is! Now!” 

 “Fine.” Carl sighs. “She wasn’t a client, Katarina and I 
were an item. I was investigating her husband but he was 

small time. He got wise to our affair and put two rounds in 
my gut before taking Katarina.” Carl lifts his shirt to show 

the scars. “That was sixteen years ago. Then this Ellington 

woman turns up and tells me Katarina has a daughter and 
she’s missing. Ellington said she came to me because I’m 

the real father.” 

 “That’s crap. No small time thug could buy so many 

cops. Not just to off his wife’s former lover! What else did 

Ellington tell you?” Vincent clenches his fist. 

 “That’s all I know. She said I had a daughter and that 

she is in danger. In fact she might already be dead…” Carl 
pauses, remembering. “Then she said something like Isa-

bella wouldn’t be the only one, thousands could die if we 

didn’t do something.” 

 “What the hell did she mean by that?” Vincent yells. 

 “I don’t know! She blew up before I could find out any-
thing!” 

 “Stop lying! What did she mean, damn it!” Vincent 

punches Carl, sending him sprawling to the muddy ground. 
“Tell me everything or else! 

 “Vincent! What the hell’s gotten into you?” Margo 
cries. 

 “Tell me, you son of a bitch! What have you gotten us 

into?” Vincent yells. Margo struggles to pull him back. 

 “Hey, you showed up at my door, remember. You’re 

guilty over what your partner did to that girl and you wanna 
make up for it. Well stop. You didn’t do anything wrong, 

boy.” Carl grabs his backpack and pistol. “Take your sister 

and leave. This is going to get worse.” He stands up and 
heads for the road. 

 “What girl?” Margo asks. 

 “We’re going with you, all the way to Chicago!” Vincent 

shrugs Margo off. 

 “What? We were just helping him get out of town, 
that all. This is too much. Let him go!” Margo says in a 

panic. 

 “We are never going to find out what’s going on or 

who hired Matt to kill you and Carl unless we see it through. 

Trust me, it’s our only way out of this.” Vincent says. 

 “I don’t understand!” Margo says. 

 “Neither do I but I could use the help. If yer coming 
then come on. Just don’t hit me again.” Carl walks on. Vin-

cent and Margo follow in silence.     Continued on next pg. . . 

Chapter Play By Jason Temujin Minor 
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 Chapter Play continued 

 

 “What are we going to do?” Margo asks after a while. 

 “There are some homes farther up the road. Maybe 
we can borrow a car to get us out of here.” Carl says. 

 “Steal a car? Don’t we have enough trouble?” 

 “Margo darlin, we are out of options.” 

 They soon come upon a cozy grouping of homes, just 

as Carl said. He stops at a small one-story white house with 
a shed in the back and an old Ford pick-up truck in the 

driveway. They creep around to the shed and Carl searches 
the shelves above the workbench. 

 “What are you looking for?” Vincent whispers. 

 “Keys.” 

 “What idiot leaves keys in a shed?” 

 “This idiot, son!” a voice behind them interrupts. They 
spin around to see a large, three hundred pound man hold-

ing a double-barrel shotgun on them. “And I don’t like tres-

passers.”  
 

To be continued… 
Catch up on the story at: http://www.jason-minor.com/journal 
 

 
 

Agents, Editors and published authors will make them-

selves available to area writers at this annual event spon-

sored by NETWO (Northeast Texas Writers Organization) 
to be held at Camp Shiloh Retreat, FM 21 at Lake Bob 

Sandlin near Pittsburg, Texas. 
 

Agents include 
Kathleen Ortiz, from Lowenstein Associates  and Katie 

Shea, from Caren Johnson Literary Management along 

with Acquisition Editor Lia Brown from Avalon  

 

Other speakers include 
 L & L Dreamspell Publisher and fiction acquisition editor 

Lisa Smith and L & L Dreamspell non-fiction Publisher Linda 
Houle.  

    Award-winning author Jo Davis, with one of her books 

optioned for a movie  

 

Authors include 
     Author Amanda Tackett, winner of the 2008 Katie 

Award as Magazine Writer of the Year. 
    Author Spike Gillespie, named Austin’s best author in 

2006  

    Director of the S.M.U. Creative Writing program, David 

Haynes,  with 11 of his books  published is also on the 
agenda.  

 

For more information, go to NETWO’s website:  
www.netwo.org. 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

     

Submitted by Gay Ingram who may be contacted at 903-
636-4186 or at gayingram@att.net 

 

All of my books are easily accessible at Piney Woods Books  
www.gayingramcom.com 

 

The 2011 Writers’ Roundup  

Friday and Saturday, april 29 and 30   

Ingrid Bengis, born in 1944 in New York, is a writer 

best known for her pioneering collection of essays on love, 

hate and sexuality, Combat in the Erogenous Zone, (Knopf 
1972).  

 

The book received was critical acclaim and was nominated 
for a National Book Award. The New York Times Book Re-
view said, "It must be read and it must be taken seriously if 
human sexuality is ever going to live up to its notices" while 

Newsweek called it "a remarkable book...that has probably 

moved both women and men on a deeper level than any 
other document of the new feminism".  

 
It was reissued in 1990 after Martin Duberman, writing in 

The Village Voice asked, "Where is this astonishing writer? 

Why has she dropped from sight". The reissue by Harper 
Collins included a new introduction by Duberman, in which 

he wrote, "(Bengis) was only twenty eight when the book 
was published, but had lived so intensely and could de-

scribe her experiences so freshly...that her ruminations 

about love, hate and sex struck many of us who were older 
than she as astonishingly vivid and wise.  

Nearly twenty years later, they still do." Among the most 

frequently cited quotes from the book are "Imagination has 
always had powers of resurrection that no science can 

match" and "For me, words are a form of action, capable of 
influencing change", quoted by Barack Obama in one of his 

2008 campaign speeches. 

 
She is also the author of a novel, I Have Come here to be 
Alone, Simon and Schuster, 1977 and a contributor to 
many magazines and journals. Her work has been trans-

lated into six languages, most recently Russian, where her 

essay Home: Variations on a Theme appeared in the highly 
respected literary magazine Zvezda. She usually lives in 

Stonington, Maine, but also teaches twentieth century 
American literature at the University of St. Petersburg, in 

St. Petersburg, Russia (where Pushkin and Putin both stud-

ied), is married to a Russian ballet dancer and has one 
daughter and one stepson. 

   Who “said” Answer … …  

http://www.jason-minor.com/journal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Book_Award
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_New_York_Times_Book_Review
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_New_York_Times_Book_Review
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newsweek
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feminism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harper_Collins
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harper_Collins
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zvezda_(magazine)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stonington,_Maine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/University_of_St._Petersburg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pushkin
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Putin
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Ask the Book Doctor:  Numbed by Numbers 

Dear Doc   
 

I’ve finished my manuscript and want to send it to publish-
ers error-free. Unfortunately, I find my fingers going numb 

over the keyboard each time I come to a 
number. The same numbers I see spelled 

as words in some publications appear as 

numerals in others. My nonfiction requires 
the use of many numbers, and even if I 

see what certain publishers prefer, I dread 
to think how many times I’ll have to revise 

the whole manuscript to keep from being 

wrong in each editor’s eyes. 
What should I do? — Numbed by Numbers 

 

Dear Numbed, 
Your number-writing worry is only one of the excuses we 
writers block ourselves with when the time comes to send 

our babies into the harsh, cruel world. Yes, each publisher 
has a style guide for printing numbers, but few would reject 

your piece as “wrong” for not matching theirs. If they like 

your manuscript and you use a consistent, approved num-
ber-writing style, this shouldn’t be an issue. Once they have 

accepted your manuscript, this will be part of their editing 
process.  

 

Here are a few generally approved rules: 

1. Use numerals for numbers over ten, all numbers in 

passages that quote frequent numbers and statistics, and 
dates (percentages may show up either way depending on 

other rules). [Caveat 1: Much fiction uses words for all 
numbers as this speeds the reading. Caveat 2: For num-

bers with several zeros, it facilitates rapid reading to write 

something like this: “2: million” or “37 gazillion.”‘ 

 

2.  Spell out numbers under 11 and any number at the 
beginning of a sentence. This may call for revising a sen-

tence. For example, instead of writing, “1965 brought a 
monumental flood,” change to, “In 1965, we 

suffered a monumental flood.” ‗Caveat 3: I know 

of at least one publication that actually prefers 
that dates be in words, such as “nineteen sixty-

five,” whether at the beginning of a sentence or 
not.] 

 

The important thing is to polish your manuscript 
to the best of your ability, have a trusted reader 

or two to check it for you, and submit it to a 
publisher! I’ve never heard of a talent scout 

knocking on the door of a beginning writer and asking, 

“May I please search through all your old writing drafts to 
see if there’s anything we’d like to publish?” 

 
And don’t let numb fingers keep you from dropping that 

manuscript in the mail slot—or clicking the “send” button if 

your publisher wants it sent electronically! 
—Doc  

 
Have a question to share in this column? Email me at: 

jmuHall@aol.com with “Ask the Book Doctor” as your sub-

ject line. If you want to remain anonymous, I’ll address you 
by whatever pseudonym you sign. To see previous issues, 

go to: http://www.joanuptonhall.com/books.htm. Scroll 
past the book covers and click “Ask Doc” Q’A’s. 

 

 
 

                                                     

10-Minute Fixes to 10 Common Plot Problems  

Let’s look at 1: common plot problems you can tackle in a flash—and then find out how to do it. 
 

3. ONE OF MY CHARACTERS IS STARTING TO SEEM LACKLUSTER. 

Sometimes you get too careful with a character, especially if you’ve based her on yourself or a close friend or relative. If 
this seems to be the case, consider adding weirdness. 

 

10-MINUTE SOLUTION: Give her an obsession. 
 

Obsessions are great because they’re simple to drop into a character’s personality, and you can use them repeatedly to 

spice up your plot. 
 

Think what you can do! Give a ghetto hooker a fixation on growing the perfect eggplant in her window box, turn the com-
mander of a space station into an incurable pack rat, bestow upon your straight-A prom queen a fascination with arson, 

twist a fat, old cop into a joyful, compulsive transvestite. 

 
An obsession gives a character a sort of schizophrenic point of view that can be used for comic relief, extra conflict, in-

ner turmoil or all three: The space station commander must run a tight ship yet, gosh, there’s that beautiful cobalt-blue 
screw-top from yesterday’s meal that would fit perfectly in the crevice next to his sleeping station, provided nobody has 

to slide open the adjacent compartment with the emergency appendectomy kit, which happens to be crammed with the 

lucky bingo charms he inherited from his aunt and smuggled aboard on launch day because the sight of them calms him 
down when he’s upset. 

 
An added bonus to this strategy: It’s fun. 
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Member websites 
 

Anna M. Bell 
Website: http://

www.annamaebell.com 

Author Blog: http://
annbell.wordpress.com/ 

Educational Technology Blog: http://
annamaebell.wordpress.com/ 

   

Ross Carnes 

http://webstarts.com/

RHCarnesStoryTeller 

 

David Ciambrone 

www.davidciambrone.com 

 

 

 

Mary Fenoglio   
 www.eggsinmypocket.com 

 

Joan Hall:  
www.JoanUptonHall.com 

 

Sam Holland: 
www.samholland.com 

 

Melissa Leedom: 

 www.forgive490.com 

 

Linda Lipscomb: 
www.lblipscomb.com  

 

 

 

Jason Minor: 
www.jason-minor.com 

 

Helen Nardecchia 
www.helennardecchia.com 

 

Joy Nord: 
www.joynord.com 

  

Jamie Roton aka Lillian Grey  blog 
http://lilliangrey.wordpress.com/ 

 

Sylvia Dickey Smith: 
www.sylviadickeysmith.com 

   

SGWL website:  
www.sgwl.net  

 

The Williamson County Coroners is a mystery/suspense 

group and participants must have novels in progress.   The meet-
ings are held at the 10:30 a.m. at the Red Poppy Café in the 

George-town Library.  And there is room for one more !! 
 

Last Writes Critique Group—Full  
Meets (usually) at 7 PM, 2nd & 4th Wed. each month, at Oaks at 
Wildwood Clubhouse. Novels in progress, varied genres. Mem-
bership currently full. Contact: JmuHall@aol.com 
 

Novel Crafters is Full right now, but welcomes a Waiting 

List 
Meets every other Thursday on the second floor of the George-
town Library in a private room.  Contact is Mary Stafford at 
marylynn@mstafford.net 
 

Quixotic Quills critique group represents varied interests. Our 

group writes historical novels, short stories and memoirs. Meet-
ings are usually on the second and fourth Thursday of each 
month unless we reschedule because of holidays. We meet at 
7:00 p.m. at the Monument Café.  Contact is Sharon Lyle, 512-
639-1162, iwritecozies@gmail.com.  Currently, we are closed to 
new members.  

 

Bard Masters Critique Group IS OPEN TO NEW MEM-

BERS 
We meet at 6 p.m. on Tuesdays at the Georgetown library. We 

have 6 members and we feel that 6 manuscripts is all that we can 

handle and do the process justice. Until further notice Ross 

Carnes is the contact:  graphicsrex@hotmail.com 
 

If you are interested in joining a critique 

group, contact Joan Upton Hall (jmuhall@aol.com)  

Special Interest Groups 

Bring your used printer 
inkjet or laser cartridges  

Books by Members 
 

If you have a published book not on our website, remember 

one of your member benefits is to have it promoted there. 
Take a look at: www.sgwl.net and go to Books by Members 

for examples. If you want to list your book, send the follow-

ing information to webmaster@sgwl.net   

   

Here's what we need: 

 

• Photo image of your cover, preferably jpg, but if you don't 
have that, we'll try to help you.  

• Title of your book, copyright, date, publisher                  

 • ISBN #:                 

 Retail price 

 Genre 

• Where can people buy it? Your website if you have one?  

• Any awards this book has won? 

• (up to 100 words) Description or synopsis  OR blurbs 

from other writers, publishers, reviewers, etc., and remem-

ber to credit these quotes. 

Promote your book 
 

with an AD in The Gabriel Writer 
$5.00 for 1 issue, $10.00 for 2 issues payable to SGWL. 

 

 

Promote yourself  
 

with an ARTICLE/STORY/POEM 
 in The Gabriel Writer 

 

IMPORTANT:  to figure out how your submission will fit use 
Eurostile font—size 10 for body of article 

Columns are 3 and 1/4 inches wide. 

If you have illustration, send it and I will try to use it 

 

Send to SGWL Submission 

181 Young Ranch Rd 
Georgetown Tx 78633 

Or 
Thirdgate@aol.com 

http://www.annamaebell.com/
http://www.annamaebell.com/
http://annbell.wordpress.com/
http://annbell.wordpress.com/
http://annamaebell.wordpress.com/
http://annamaebell.wordpress.com/
http://webstarts.com/RHCarnesStoryTeller
http://webstarts.com/RHCarnesStoryTeller
http://www.davidciambrone.com/
http://www.lblipscomb.com/
http://www.helennardecchia.com/
http://www.joynord.com/
http://lilliangrey.wordpress.com/
http://www.sylviadickeysmith.com/
http://www.sgwl.net/
mailto:JmuHall@aol.com
mailto:marylynn@mstafford.net
mailto:iwritecozies@gmail.com
http://www.sgwl.net/
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Demystifying Writers’ Demons© 

“That” overuse 

If you are looking for ways to tighten your writing style, search your manuscript for the word “that.” Each time you 

find it, try reading the sentence without it. If the sentence stands on its own without the word, get rid of it.  

Examples of “that’s” adding flab to sentences: 

“Charles knew that he would have to take a stand against the bully someday, he just hadn’t realized that it would be 

today. 

“Have I told you lately that I love you?  Have I told you lately that I care?” )Note: these words to an old song only 

needed the “that’s” for rhythm’s sale. 

“It was a fact that the car cost more than he could afford.” (Get rid of two more wasted words here, and say  “It was 

true the car cost…” 

Demystifying Writers’ Demons  One at a Time by Joan Upton Hall 
     

 Do demons bedevil your writing? Similar, confusing words? Grammar, punctuation, or capitalization rules? "The 

Demystifier" will clear up the mystery (primary reference unless otherwise noted: Garner, Bryan A. Dictionary of 
Modern American Usage. N.Y.: Oxford University Press). Address questions and comments to freelance editor, 

Joan Upton Hall, PO Box 179, Hutto, TX 78634, or email: jmuHall@aol.com. More problems like the one above 

are demystified in the booklet, 50 Writers’ Tips. Find a few of them at "books, etc." on website: 

www.JoanUptonHall.com.  

    181 Young Ranch Road          
    Georgetown TX  78628 

 


